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The design brief and the rich natural environment of the site have made us aware of the wealth of possibilities 
this project has to change the conventional concept of cultural facilities. The creation of a new arts center that 
integrates art and landscape, and, moreover, achieves a complete harmony of art and architecture, landscape and 
architecture, presents not only an extremely challenging theme but a most stimulating, cutting-edge concept as 
well. We have put together an optimal team for realizing this monumental objective.

Masters of "Art & Archi-scape"

A multi-disciplinary team of “Architect + Landscape Architect + Museum Consultant” will realize this challenging theme 
of fusing art, landscape, and architecture. The three companies are experts equipped with a wealth of experience and 
achievements in their respective fields. A particularly distinctive feature of this line-up is the participation of the Mori Art 
Museum, Japan’s top runner in contemporary art museum management. Driving the project with a concept that integrates 
soft and hard components is especially important for the success of this project. The addition of an expert in art museum 
planning and management to the team makes it possible to propose an architectural plan from a perspective where art 
plays the main role, and a design that envisions how the facility will actually be used.

Nikken Sekkei  ×  Earthscape  ×  Mori Art Museum
CORE TEAM

NSC  ×  NSRI  ×  Lambert & Smith Architect  ×  Mitchell Brandtman
These companies make up the team that will support the core team in making proposals that are feasible. NSC is a civil 
engineering company, which designs the green bridge and site preparation. NSRI is a research institute, which is an expert 
of sustainable design. Lambert & Smith Architect is an Australian architect firm registered in Queensland, which acts as an 
architectural consultant of building regulations as well as environment, culture and architectural practice in Gold Coast. Mitchell 
Brandtman is a chartered quantity surveyor registered in Australia, which acts as a cost management consultant for the project.

SUPPORT TEAM
Lambert & Smith

Architect

CORE TEAM

NIKEEN GROUP

SUPPORT TEAM

Mitchell
Brandtman

NIKKEN SEKKEI is the largest architectural design firm in Japan 
and boasts a history going back over 110 years. In those years 
over 20,000 projects have been realized in more than 50 countries 
around the world. We have a proven track record of designing 
projects of various scales, from single structures to urban-scale 
mixed-use development. The genres are also wide ranging, 
including business, culture, commerce, education, healthcare, 
transportation, and production applications. We have gained the 
highest trust of our clients by providing them with consistent services 
from the conceptual stage of a project to its design, tendering, site 

supervision, and maintenance. Nikken Sekkei has also designed 
many cultural facilities such as museums, theaters, and cinemas, 
which are similar to those of this project. Because one of our group 
companies, Nikken Civil, is an expert in civil construction design, 
we can deliver expert solutions in the green bridge design and land 
forming design. In recent years, we have been committed to applying 
sophisticated environmental technologies, which employ Japan’s 
state-of-the-art technologies, in architectural design, and achieving 
life cycle design with low environmental impact throughout the entire 
process from the design and construction to use of the facilities.

Architect Hiroshi Miyakawa
Executive, Design Fellow
Principal Architect
Shibuya Hikarie  (2012)
Beijing TV Center (2008)
Kagoshima Literature Museum(1997)

Commissioner of the Japan Pavilion at the Venice Biennale (1997)
Jury member of the Turner Prize at the Tate Gallery, London (1998)
Co-curator of the 3rd Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, Brisbane (1999)
Member of the selection committee of the Sydney Biennale (2000)

Hoki Museum (2010)
Konami Super Campus (2007)
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum(1999)

Taro Nakamoto
Project Chief Director

Tsutomu Yamaguchi
Exective Project Manager

Sony City Osaki  (2011)

Norihisa Kawashima
Architect

Atsuhiko Amakasu
Architect

Yohei Ogata
Architect

EARTHSCAPE is a Landscape design studio in Japan. Considering 
the devices that create connections between humans and nature 
as design, they enact design works that become a platform for 
experience. "Earthscape" refers to the blue, round shape of the earth 
as seen from outer space. With landscape design as their primary 
axis, EARTHSCAPE is involved in a wide array of activities, including 
the MHCP /Medical Herbman Cafe Project, that seek to contribute 
to society through design. Their major works are Hrumi Triton 
Square, Marunouchi Oazo North Building, Lazona Kawasaki, Urban 
dock LaLaport Toyosu, Urban dock Park city Toyosu, Kanagawa 

Univercity of Human Services, Mitsui Outlet Park Iruma, Oita Airport 
Baggage Claim Renewal. They received many prizes such as Urban 
Landscape Award, SDA Award, BCS Prize, AACA honorable award, 
Good Design Award and Green Good Design Award.

Landscape Architect

Museum Consultant

Harumi Triton Square (2001)
Marunochi Oazo North Building (2004)
Lazona Kawasaki (2006)
Urban dock LaLaport Toyosu (2006)

Eiki Danzuka  CEO / Creative Director

Kenzan residence (2013)
Jingumae residence (2013)
Public Art: Taipei Physical education colleges (2013)

Rikizo Nishina  Designer / Project Leader

MORI ART MUSEUM opened in 2003 as a symbol of Roppongi Hills, 
an urban redevelopment project based on the concept of a “Tokyo 
cultural center.” Roppongi Hills is one of Tokyo’s leading centers for 
tourism and the communication of culture, welcoming over 40 million 
visitors a year. It has cultural facilities other than the museum, including 
a cinema complex, an open-air theater, gardens, an observation 
deck, and conference halls. Town management brimming with art is 
practiced in collaboration with the museum. With the world’s cutting-
edge contemporary art at its core, the museum holds groundbreaking 
exhibitions, workshops and symposiums in many genres including 

fashion, architecture, design, photography and film. It has grown to 
become known as one of the leading contemporary art museums in 
Asia. It has many visitors from both within and outside Japan, with 
their numbers reaching some 12 million over the past 10 years. The 
museum’s activities are also not limited to within its walls; it undertakes 
many pursuits including the planning of international touring exhibitions; 
the establishment of communities and networks with the aim of 
revitalizing communities through art; planning of art events; planning 
and creating public art for redevelopment projects; and providing 
consultation for the planning, management and design of art museums.

http://www.nikken.co.jp/en/

http://www.earthscape.co.jp/

http://www.mori.art.museum/

Design : Roppongi Hills Arena, Cinema Complex (2003)
Exhibition Curation : Metabolism the City of the Future (2011)
Public Art : Shanghai World Financial Center (2008)

Naotake Maeda  Manager of Exhibition Design Group 

Fumio Nanjo  Mori Art Museum Director
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In the decade since the opening of the museum in 2003, MORI ART MUSEUM has planned and held 37 exhibitions from regional 
exhibitions introducing art that reflects the societies of Africa, India and other regions, to large-scale solo exhibitions of global artists and 
city/architecture and fashion exhibitions. Four of these original exhibitions toured museums in Asia and the West. In 2006 it formed a 
network of museums in the Roppongi area called the “Roppongi Art Triangle.”  From 2009 to 2012, it planned the “Roppongi Art Night,” an 
event decorating the entire district with art for just one night of the year. About 700,000 people participated during the two days of the event. 
Achievements in the area of public art include the planning and creation of large open-air sculptures for Roppongi Hills in 2003 and the 
Shanghai World Financial Center in 2008.

These works illustrate experience of relevant projects by proposed team members.
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From Design to Art Activities
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1 / Hoki Museum   2 / Pola Museum   3 / Hyogo Performing Arts Center   4 / Yamaha Ginza   5 / Shibuya Hikarie 
6 / Jimbocho Theater   7 / Konami Super Campus   8 / Sony City Osaki    9 / Tokyo Mid Town 
10,11,12 / Medical Herbman Cafe Project  13 / Lazona Kawasaki Plaza   14 / Minato-Mirai Business Square 
15, 16 / Urban Dock LaLaport Toyosu
17 / Kusama Yayoi Exhibition  18 / Towada Arts Center (Project Advise by F.Nanjo)    19 / Roppongi Hills Arena
20 / Takashi Murakami Installation @ Happiness Exhibition   21 / Mori Art Museum Exhibitions
22 / Public Program   23 / Live Event   24 / Roppongi Art Night

Architectural Design by Nikken Sekkei

12

11

1413 15 1610

Landscape Design, Art by Earthscape

Art Management and Design Consulting by Mori Art Museum and Fumio Nanjo

1817 21 2423

22
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Art in the Water / Water in the Art
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Art & Archi-scape, Caustic Pattern
A core capital component of this project is the unique and challenging theme of Artscape, which fuses 
art and landscape. Our proposal is to further develop upon this vision through Archi-scape, a fusion 
of architecture and landscape, to build a new space, a venue that brings together all the elements of 
art, landscape and architecture. This will also be in accord with the expansion of the concept of art 
in contemporary art and a blurring of the distinctions between landscape and architecture. From a 
macroscopic view, our proposal is a piece of art and is, in itself, an enormous landscape. At the same 
time, it is a practical structure that can fulfill its expected role and function; a canvas to display art, and 
a place where people can relax. Ambiguous and versatile, this plan is one-of-a-kind, offering visitors a 
totally new space and experience.

Water Stage / Great Terrace
An enormous water stage is the most distinctive feature of this project. Water is a symbol of the Gold 
Coast, with its ocean, rivers, and canals, and is also a characteristic of this site, which is flanked by two 
rivers and embraces Evandale Lake. This huge square water stage, rising seven meters above ground, 
not only presents an impressive, unforgettable vista, but also creates a wondrous appearance of 
continuity with the surrounding waters. On the water stage is the main space of this structure, the great 
terrace, as well as facilities such as an enormous projection screen and amphitheatre. This is the main 
stage providing a venue where people can gather, relax, and enjoy art. 

New Encounters with Art, Enjoying Art in Swimsuits
This venue does not take on the conventional, formal closed-box style, but is a casual space where 
visitors can experience the distinctive Gold Coast style through their five senses by, for instance, 
enjoying art in swimsuits or exploring exhibits on the lake or in the forest.

1959×1959 Overlays of History
The size of the water stage is 195.9×195.9 meters, in representation of the year 1959 when the Gold 
Coast became a city. By changing the water level, facilities reutilizing existing buildings below the water 
stage appear. When the water level is dropped to its lowest level, patterns in the image of Aboriginal art 
come to view. This attempts to express how the culture of the indigenous people of Australia overlaps 
with present and future culture, and is homage to the cultural history of the Gold Coast.

Sustainability
The water for the great water stage is provided by stored rainwater. The water stage not only has 
thermal insulation properties, but the cooling effect of evaporation under the strong sunlight of the 
summer season lessens the load on air conditioning in the summer. The buildings’ air conditioning is 
mainly for cooling. By using river water as cooling water, this system will effectively employ natural 
energy. Existing facilities will be preserved and reused to all extent possible. This will result in reduction 
of construction costs and waste.

Water in the Gold Coast Caustic Pattern
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Multi-network
The newly constructed green bridge and ferry and 
boat piers will make the site approachable from 
multiple directions. These are organically networked 
to ensure that visitors can stroll around the entire site 
to enjoy art. A capillary system of pedestrian paths 
will cover the entire grounds.

Waterproofing the Gallery
The water stage has a two-layer structure that is 
independent of the gallery roof structure, preventing 
water from infiltrating the gallery.

Fusion of Art, Landscape & Architecture
A1:S=1/1,000  A3:S=1/2,000
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Common
A1. Entrance Lobby
A2. Information
A3. Great Terrace / Water Stage
A4. Green Bridge
A5. Outdoor Amphiteatre
A6. Retail & Cafe

Living Arts Centre
C1. Main Theatre
C2. Drama Theatre
C3. Black Box Theatre
C4. Green Room
C5. Live Entertainment Venue A-B
C6. Cinema A-D
C7. Dressing Rooms
C8. Recording / Production Studio
C9. Rehearsal Space A-B
C10. Resident Performing Arts 
C11. Foyer for Main Theatre
C12. Storage & Backspace

New Arts Museum
B1. Collection pre-1957
B2. Evolution
B3. Memories
B4. Style
B5. Ephemera
B6. Indigenous Collection
B7. Collection Post-1957
B8. Photographic & New Media Art Collection
B 9. Beach Collection
B10. Indigenous Cultural Heritage
B11. Ceramics Collection
B12. Artspace for Young People, Art & Tech
B13. Spare Room
B14. Artspace for Children
B15. Showroom & Outlet for Retail
B16. Writers Salon & Community Publishing
B17. Arts Administration Hub
B18. Collection Storage
B19. Collection Handling & Exhibition Production
B20. Storage Space for Exhibition Equipment
B21. Library & Archive
B22. Foyer of Great Hall
B23. Great Hall
B24. Making & Display Studio
B25. Theatre
B26. Friends & Benefactors Lounge
B27. Meeting / Co-working Spaces
B28. Library & Archive
B29. Arts Education / Training Rooms
B30. Community Gallery
B31. Workspaces for Visiting Atists & Interns

New
Arts Museum
New
Arts Museum

Living
Arts Centre
Living
Arts Centre ArtscapeArtscape

Art

Variations of Art Activities
Ex.1
Film Fest

Ex.2
Sculpture Fest

Ex.3
Art-night

New Art Museum
Living Art Centre
Artscape

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Other Events in Gold Coast
Other Events in Australia Sydney Festival The Australian Open Hanada Opera on Sydney Harbour Vivid Sydney

River Festival
Swell Sculpture Festival

Melbourne 
FringeFestival Melbourne Festival

Art Week

Special Event
Special Exhibition

Sculpture by the Sea

New Years Festival 
Gold Coast Film Festival / 2013 QPOW

GCCP

Existing Structure
New Structure

New Trees
Existing Trees

Segmentation & Excursion
Two innovative ideas have been incorporated 
to make the whole site a space for strolling 
and enjoying art. One was site composition 
wherein large-volume structures are segmented 
whenever possible in order to prevent large 
structures from restricting movements. The 
other was to ensure the continuity and affinity 
of the interior and exterior of the structures and 
blur their distinctions as much as possible.
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WATER GARDEN is a continuous spot from the museum. It aims for cooling down the warm temperature. As well, 
there will be a water where the water plants will be planned. 

DRY GARDEN is situated in the northern part, which is the location of sunrise and different exotic plants will be planted 
and aligned in front of the museum and few will be continuously placed inside of the museum. 

SUBTROPICAL GARDEN will be designed in the southern part. There will be a row of big and talls vegetations will be 
planted and it will provide some shades for people who rest quietly outside the museum. 

ABORIGINAL GARDEN will be displayed indigenous plants will be kept and remained. 

OPEN BOTANIC GARDEN will be placed outside the museum. This will be next to the lake and the beach. Apart from 
the water activities in the beach.

Plants Zoning and Strategy

Art in the Green / Green in the Art

Aproach from Bundall Road

Evandale Lake & Botanic Garden Aboriginal Garden

Water Garden 

Dry Garden 

Subtropical 
Garden Aboriginal

Garden

Botanic 
Garden 

1. Nenufar  2. Poaceae  3. Taro imperial  4. Dwaft Aloe  5. Phormium tenax  6. Banksia cerrata  7. Fem  8. Phoenix sylvestries  9. Ficus macrophilla  10. Baptisia austrails  11. Xanthorrhoea austrails  12. Cordyline austrails  13. Sabal minor  14. Cornus controversa  15. Banksia serrata
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Queensland's unique flora as a canvas of arts 
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The Changing Great Water Stage:
The Ordinary and the Extraordinary
The water level of the great water stage can be changed like 
the ebb and flow of the tide. By changing the level in unison 
with the season or time of day, or whether or not events 
are being held, this will become a constantly changing, 
stimulating art space. When it is full of water, it becomes a 
static and symbolic space, and when the level is lowered, 
facilities such as the great terrace and amphitheatre appear, 
transforming it into a space that can be enjoyed by many. 
At the lowest level, a space resembling a labyrinth appears, 
with plazas, inner gardens, and greenery.

Unforgettable Vistas

±0

-5cm

-15cm

Great Water Stage connects New Art Museum & Living Arts Centre.

Waterfall

Water Stage / Great Terrace

Entrance Lobby

Gallery The Gold Coast Film Festival on Great TerraceChanging the Depth of Water




